Cyclone Gombe made landfall as a Category 3 Tropical Cyclone on Friday, March 11 on the coast between Mossuril and Mogincual districts (Nampula Province). The most hit provinces are Nampula (Angoche, Moma, Mogovolas, Mucuburi, Monapo, Ilha, Lalaua, Mossuril, Nacala Porto and Meconla) and Zambezia (Namacurra, Gile, Nicoaoda, Maganja, Pebane, Mocubela, Mopela, Mocuba and lle), leaving many houses and power lines destroyed with an estimated affected population of 115,336 individuals. Preliminary reports confirm the activation of 6 Accommodation Centres in Nampula.

**OVERVIEW**

Cyclone Gombe made landfall as a Category 3 Tropical Cyclone on Friday, March 11 on the coast between Mossuril and Mogincual districts (Nampula Province). The most hit provinces are Nampula (Angoche, Moma, Mogovolas, Mucuburi, Monapo, Ilha, Lalaua, Mossuril, Nacala Porto and Meconla) and Zambezia (Namacurra, Gile, Nicoaoda, Maganja, Pebane, Mocubela, Mopela, Mocuba and lle), leaving many houses and power lines destroyed with an estimated affected population of 115,336 individuals. Preliminary reports confirm the activation of 6 Accommodation Centres in Nampula.

**KEY FIGURES**

- **115K** Affected population
- 52% 60K Females
- 48% 55K Males
- **60% 70K** Affected children
- **70K** Initial estimate of displaced population currently living in the affected districts.

*Please note that the extent of damages and affected population are still being assessed by INDG, IOM-DTM team on ground and other humanitarian response partners.*

**DISCLAIMER:** The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names, and related data shown on maps and included in this report are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory, endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM.